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F o s h a n  M i d e a  T i m e  C h i l d re n's  Pa r k

New concept unpowered children's theme 
customized amusement park

Focus on creating the most creative and 
dynamic outdoor children's activity space 
design and product overall solutions

Bring sustainable happiness to children and 
stimulate their creativity, imagination and 
cooperation ability
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Cowboy Group has never just made products, but also created value for customers to achieve win-win! 
Enlighten people with talents and build the future!



牧童集团 ( 广东 ) 实业有限公司
COWBOY GROUP 

Cowboy Group (Guangdong) Industr ial  Co. ,  Ltd.  was 
founded in 2003. It is a service provider of overall solutions 
f o r  c h i l d re n's  t h e m e  pa r k s  i n te g r a t i n g  R & D,  d e s i g n , 
customization, production, installation and service, and a 
leader in China's unpowered amusement industry. Now it has 
four major factory production bases, four major exhibition 
halls,  four major marketing centers, two major R&D and 
design centers ,  and has establ ished a number of direct 
subsidiaries in Beijing, Shanghai, Hunan, Hubei, Guangxi, 
Jiangxi, Yunnan, Sichuan, Henan and other places. Whether 
it is cultural tourism scenic spots, real estate communities 
or municipal parks,  our projects are spread al l  over the 
country and more than 120 countries and regions overseas, 
which are deeply trusted and praised by customers. CowBoy 
Group has always adhered to the corporate philosophy of 
"rooted in quality,  based on honesty, l ive in credibil ity", 
focusing on the control of product quality. Our products have 
passed ISO9001 quality management system certification, 
ISO14001 environmental management system certification, 
OHSAS18001 occupational health and safety management 
system certification, EU CE certification, German national GS 
standard certification, China National Compulsory Product 
Certification (CCC) and many other well-known certifications 
at home and abroad. Our company is an important member of 
China Toys and Baby Products Association, China Amusement 
Park Association and other industry organizations. Cowboy 
Group has never just made products, but also created value 
for customers to achieve win-win! Enlighten people with 
talents and build the future!

Our company monitors its products 
q u a l i t y  w i t h  a  s t r i c t  q u a l i t y 
management system and takes 
the lead in passing the domestic 
counterparts.

Guangdong Province Credit 
Demonstration Enterprise Certificate

Guangdong Province Contract-abiding 
and Trustworthy Enterprise Certificate

China Environmental Labeling Product 
Certification Certificate

Quality, Service, Integrity AAA 
Enterprise

CQTA Quality Verification Certificate

National Sports Goods Quality 
Supervision and Inspection Center 

Inspection Report

ISO9001 Quality Management System 
Certification

ISO14001 Environmental Management 
System Certification

OHSAS18001 Occupational Health and 
Safety Management System Certification

EU CE certification

German National GS Standard Certification

China National Compulsory Product 
Certification (ccc)

Company Qualifications

Our products have successively passed ISO9001 quality management system 
certification, ISO14001 environmental management system certification, OHSAS18001 
occupational health and safety management system certification, EU CE certification, 
German national GS standard cer tif ication, China National Compulsory Product 
Certification (CCC) and many other domestic and foreign authority certifications. 
Shown here are part of the product quality inspection, insurance and honors obtained, 
which is our Cowboy's quality assurance system. Please feel at ease, comfortable, and 
rest assured to choose our products.

4
Four  Operat ion 

Centers

East  Ch ina  (Shangha i ) 
Opera t ion  Center

South China (Guangzhou) 
Operation Center

West  Ch ina  (Chengdu) 
Opera t ion  Center

Nor th  Ch ina  (Be i j ing) 
Opera t ion  Center

3
Three  Product ion 

Bases

Qingyuan Guangqing 
Indus t r ia l  Park  Headquar te rs 

Product ion  Base
Guangzhou Huangpu 

Naughty  Cast le  Product ion 
Base

Guangzhou Conghua Water
Park  Product ion  Base

1
Qingyuan Group 

Headquarter

Market ing Sa les  Center

F inanc ia l  center

Des ign R&D Center

Log is t ics  Purchas ing Center

Human Resource Center
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L a s t  y e a r,  u n d e r  t h e  s e v e r e 
epidemic environment, Our CowBoy 
Group established good partnerships 
w i th  many  p la t fo rms  to  ach ieve 
mutual benefit and win-win, create 
the future together, thus achieving 
growth against the trend.

PA RT N E R S

Our Customers 
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D e s i g n  P r i n c i p l e s
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Safety First Principle
Children are a vulnerable group that is easy to injur y in game 

activities. Safety issues must be put first in the design of children's 

playground reconstruction. The site selection of children's game venues 

should avoid the interference of roadways, stay away from cluttered, 

complex and mobile public venues, and at the same time have close 

contact with surrounding venues to avoid visual blind spots and reduce 

vehicles. At the same time, pay attention to the detail design and the 

safety of game equipment during the site reconstruction, strengthen 

management and maintenance, and avoid accidental injuries to children 

caused by nails and bolts.

Child-Oriented Principle
The planning and design of children's playground must not only meet 

the needs of children's play, but also be determined according to the 

characteristics of children's physical condition, psychological characteristics 

and park environmental conditions. The arrangement of activity space and 

game facilities should serve the purpose of children, fully respect children’s 

individuality and autonomy, develop children’s creativity in activities, and 

handle the relationship between private space and public space, dynamic 

space and static space to create a good place for children's activities. In 

the transformation design, attention should be paid to children's physical 

activit ies, such as cl imbing, walking, running, etc. ,  in order to set up 

appropriate amusement facilities.

The Principle of Adapting to Local 
Conditions

Children's playgrounds are not necessarily completely flat. We 

will make full use of the existing terrain, plants and infrastructure of 

the children's playground to improve it. If conditions permit, terrain 

and other structures can be used to create novel chi ldren's play 

spaces. In addition to traditional amusement facilities such as swings, 

seesaws, and slides, it is also possible to use old tires and rollers as 

equipment for children's games based on the use of terrain, which not 

only reduces the cost of the playground, but can also give full play to 

Children’s creativity and imagination.

Principle of Integrating 
Man and Nature

Fully explore the relationship between man 

and nature, allowing children to communicate 

with nature while communicating with their 

parents and others, to feel the air, land, plants, 

etc., and to blend in with nature. Let children 

e xpe r i ence  t hemse l ve s  i n  t he  s en se  and 

understanding of the outside world, growing in 

the perception of nature.



C o w b o y  C a s e s

E X C E L L E N T  I T E M S
Shepherd Tong has never just made products, but also created value for 
customers to achieve a win-win situation! Enlighten talents and build the 
future!



In this world, he has been to many 

places: there are magical castles, 

sharks in the deep sea, fossils buried 

in the sand, clouds that can jump, and 

swings that can shine. She also met 

a lot of people and animals: Prince 

William and Princess Ruth. In this 

crazy world, only Little Amy is awake, 

constantly growing in the constant 

adventures, and suddenly waking up 

when he grows into a big boy, turning 

out that is a dream.

Fairy tales are the channel connecting reality and dreams. 

In the world of fairy tales, we can imagine freely and bring 

dreams closer to reality.

When little Amy was bored, she found a talking white 

rabbit with a pocket watch. She chased it and accidentally fell 

into a rabbit hole, and thus fell into the magical underground 

world.

Fair y  Tale  World
Fantasy Rich Peculiar

Theme amusement design of children’s activity 
area in Taohuajiang Tourism Resort in Yiyang, Hunan

Taohuajiang Bamboo Sea Resort Children's Area

Project Location: Yiyang, Hunan

Project Area: 3,000 square meters
Landing Time: 2020-08
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Taohuajiang Bamboo Sea Tourist Resort Children's Area
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Taohuajiang Bamboo Sea Tourist Resort Children's Area
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In accordance with the needs of children of different ages, 

the park has designed the fairy tree house, bug world, adventure 

kingdom, joy swing, secret garden, desert archeology, dream 

waters and other parent-child play areas. Among them, the 

unpowered amusement facilities built by the Cowboy integrate 

safety, interactivity and aesthetics, creating a "new landmark for 

online celebrity check-in" for tourists.

Elven City Theme Park is a comprehensive theme park 

located in Sheshan, Shanghai, which is adjacent to the world's 

first Shimao SinkHole Hotel with a negative altitude of nearly 

100 meters and combines the world's architectural miracle and 

international IP to bring a brand new vacation experience to 

tourists.

Elf  Kingdom
A fantastic adventure in the fairy tale world

Shanghai Shimao SinkHole Secret Elven City Theme 
Park Elven City Theme Park

Project Location: Shanghai 
Sheshan

Project Area: 4,000 square 
meters
Landing Time: 2019-04
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Sinkhole Secret Elven City Theme Park
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China Begonia Garden is located in 

Yannan High-tech Zone, Yancheng City, 

Jiangsu Province. It is one of the country's 

largest Begonia theme parks with the most 

comprehensive variety, the most beautiful 

landscape, the longest viewing period, and 

the richest cultural connotations.

In the Begonia Paradise, there are 

different themed areas such as the Sea 

Spirit Kingdom, Begonia Treasure Garden, 

Happy Fish Bay, and Magic Bay.

In the park, a variety of amusement 

equipment integrating dreams, imagination, 

creativity and adventure are arranged in 

different areas, so that children can enjoy 

different amusement experiences in fun 

and inspiration.

Themed Amusement Design for Children’s Activity Area of China Begonia Garden in Yancheng, Jiangsu

China Begonia Garden

Project Location: Yancheng, Jiangsu

Project Area: 8,000 square meters

Landing Time: 2020-05

Begonia Treasure
Fantasy Sea Treasure Hunt
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China Begonia Garden, Yancheng, Jiangsu
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Theme Amusement Design of Yintan Children’s Park in Luohe, Henan

Childish Dreams

Childlike

Innocent

Y i n t a n  C h i l d r e n ' s  A m u s e m e n t  P a r k

Project Location: Luohe, Henan

Project Area: 40,000 square meters

Landing Time: 2020-07

The children's park is divided into five play 

areas: extreme island, crab snail bay, octopus 

road, happy beach, fun trail, each area has its 

own characteristics. Extreme Island, Crab Bay 

and Octopus Road are the three core regions. 

In the extreme island, there are pirate ships, 

wave competitions, irregular climbing nets, 

etc., including balanced swing bridge, hanging 

pile, slide cable, small runway, etc. The Bay of 

Crab Snails uses a huge spiral viewing platform 

to simulate a tornado as the center, creating a 

fantastic scene of whirlpools absorbing crabs 

and snails. At the same time, crabs and conches 

are full of recreational facilities such as drilling, 

climbing and sliding, so that children can play 

freely on crabs and feel the wonder of living 

inside the conch. The Octopus Road adopts the 

annular design to form a sunken and diversified 

amusement space, in which  there is a big-

eyed octopus waving its tentacles, beckoning 

the children to enter the paradise and enjoy 

themselves. Luohe Children's Park is a children's 

theme park, which can survey the waterscape 

and enjoy the strange ocean. It aims to provide 

a good place for daily leisure and parent-child 

travel in the city center for Luohe citizens.
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Yintan Children's Amusement Park, Luohe, Henan
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Qishan Zhou Culture Children's Park

Project Location: Baoji, Shaanxi

Project Area: 4,000 square meters

Landing Time: 2017-06

The design is inspired by the big 

banyan tree in the primitive jungle, and 

incorporates amusement facilities into 

the jungle scene; it aims to allow children 

to leave the virtual network world and 

communicate in the outdoor nature.

The latest amusement equipment 

is rigorously scientifically designed and 

assembled, and is composed of multiple 

linear metal platforms, each of which 

is connected by various metal support 

rods or ropes. The combination of non-

synchronized channels between the 

platforms makes climbing, leaping and 

walking in the air more diversified, full of 

fun and infinite entertainment.

Under the tree is a small world 

of insects. Life scenes are created by 

mimicking rocks and mountain peaks, and 

various insects live next to it. Combining 

different types of games to create a 

natural ecological world, suitable for 

different age groups, so that all children 

can find their own game place. From 

the big tree to the insect world, you can 

find the taste of nature here, and find the 

green field for spiritual rest.

Theme Amusement Design of Qishan Week Culture Children’s Park in Baoji, Shaanxi
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Qishan Zhou Culture Children's Park
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The design of the amusement park 
was inspired by Zhuangzi's "A Happy 
Excursion" "In the northern ocean there 
is a fish, called the Kun, I do not know 
how many thousand li in size." the 
concept of “there are fish in Lehu” is 
extracted; Combining the characteristics 
of fish spitting bubbles to create a 
dreamy bubble park for children. The 
park has set up a bubble theme facility 
activity area, a bubble trampoline area, 
a bubble maze area, a bubble sandpit 
activity area,  and a bubble swing 
park and other functional areas, so 
that children can enjoy different play 
experience.

The project is located in Lehu Park, Gangli East City, 
Suzhou City, Anhui Province. The amusement park covers an 
area of 3800 square meters. The overall design of the park can 
play 760 people. It is an outdoor unpowered park suitable 
for parent-child interaction, leisure and entertainment, and 
children of all ages.

Build the first cultural park with the theme of "Happy 
Stone", the first comprehensive urban park, and the first 
Yongqiao Ecological Science Education Park. After completion, 
it will become a landmark project in Dongcheng District, which 
will be of great significance to the transformation of shanty 
towns, the improvement of residents' living environment and 
the enhancement of the city's image.

Future Unl imited

Fantasy  Adventure

Theme Amusement Design for Children’s Activity 
Area in Lehu Park, Suzhou City, Anhui Province

Lehu Park Children's Activity Area

Project Location: Suzhou, 
Anhui

Project Area：3,800 square 
meters

Landing Time：2020-09
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Lehu Children's Park, Suzhou, Anhui
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Located in the Sanggan River Scenic 

Spot of Zhangjiakou, the Crazy Ape Man 

Park creates the life scenes of apes in 

the primitive society through scene-style 

construction. It combines the young age 

park and theme packaging to restore the 

life scenes, and creates an immersive 

theme park integrating scene experience 

and outdoor amusement for children.

The park can be divided into three 

themed areas: ape-man cave, ostrich 

egg hunting, and horse hunting field. 

Each area has been carefully arranged. 

Through a scene-like layout, combined 

with paleontological elements, created a 

combined primitive social ape life scene.

The Crazy Ape Shiren Paradise 

designed by CowBoy Group is built on 

the hillside, using turf and sand as the 

ground paving materials to fully restore 

the ecology of the primitive society, so that 

children can experience the uniqueness 

and thrills of primitive life!

Tr ibal  Adventure

Wild  Ecology

Crazy Ape Man Parent-child Playground in Sanggan River Canyon Scenic Area, Zhangjiakou, Hebei

Crazy Ape Man Parent-child Playground

Project Location: Zhangjiakou, Hebei

Project Area：3,000 square meters
Landing Time：2020-07
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Crazy Ape Man Playground
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The concept comes from "Butterfly breaking through cocoon". 

The site is located at the front end of the main building. The overall 

building is like a dancing butterfly. The design uses caterpillar 

elements to form a linkage relationship with the overall building, 

showing the process of a small insect growing into a butterfly.

The main body of the venue adopts net rope and perforated 

board, which is more transparent. The light in different periods 

of time in the natural world produces different light and shadow 

effects through the main body, thus giving children a different game 

experience.

Butter f ly  Metamorphosis

Brilliant    Joy

Guangzhou Yuexiu Yuehui City Fortune Plaza Theme Amusement Design

Yuehui City Fortune Plaza

Project Location: Guangzhou, Guangdong
Project Area：3,000 square meters
Landing Time：2020-08
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Yuehui City Fortune Plaza
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By extract ing local characterist ic 

elements to create a paradise, the river 

transport is associated with the ancient 

ship sailing; the carrier water of the ship is 

associated with the flow, sluice, waterwheel, 

etc., thus creating an Archimedes water 

park.

The  s i t e  used  to  be  a  k i l n  s i t e , 

which extracted the shape of a brick kiln 

and designed a custom hide-and-seek 

paradise for the site. At the same time, 

weather elements are also integrated into 

children's fun, so that children can also learn 

knowledge when playing; So as to create 

a children's playground full of mystery and 

educational significance, to bring children a 

fun, adventurous journey of exploration.

Theme Amusement Design of North Garden Park of Xinhui, Jiangmen, Guangdong

X i n h u i  N o r t h  G a rd e n  Pa r k

Project Location：Jiangmen, Guangdong
Project Area：4,000 square meters
Landing Time：2020-07

Adventure Explorat ion
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Xinhui North Garden Park
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Mianyang Fonte Oriental God Painting

Project Location：Mianyang, Sichuan

Project Area：3,000 square meters

Landing Time：2020-06

Located in Mianjiang Avenue, Jiangyou 

City, Mianyang, Sichuan Province, Mianyang 

Fonte Oriental Painting is a large-scale 

cultural high-tech theme park carefully built 

by Huaqiang Fonte Group. With the theme of 

Chinese historical and cultural heritage, the 

park integrates myths and legends, historical 

allusions, and folk customs through new 

content creativity, technological innovation 

and subt le layout ,  a l lowing v is i tors to 

experience the infinite charm of the collision of 

technology and culture.

In Mianyang Fonte Oriental Painting, 

people can not only feel the profound Chinese 

history, but also experience the splendid 

modern technology. The diversified and 

personalized theme amusement experience 

of the park will meet the entertainment needs 

of tourists of different ages, allowing the family 

to share a joyful experience in experiencing 

high-quality cultural tourism products and 

services.

Oriental  God Paint ing

Mianyang Fonte Oriental God Painting
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Mianyang Fonte Oriental God Painting
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This project is the design of a children's play area 

in a park, designed to meet the needs of children of 

different ages. The children’s play area is divided into 

three parts. The first part is mainly a comprehensive 

playground, suitable for children of all ages to play, 

combined with ground patterns, swings, jumping 

music and other functions to create a comprehensive 

playground; the second part is mainly rock climbing, 

suitable for children over 6 years old combine the 

shape of the iceberg to create iceberg climbing; the 

third part focuses on leisure interaction, providing play 

space for parents and children. The whole park is 

paved with colorful soft mats so that children can play 

safely.

Gongbu  Ch i ld ren's  Amusement  Pa rk

Gongbu  Ch i ld ren's  Amusement  Pa rk

Project Location：Linzhi, Tibet

Project Area：12,000 square meters

Landing Time：2020-10
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Gongbu Children's Amusement Park
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Dinosaur  Themed P layground

Project Location：Japan
Project Area：5,000 square meters
Landing Time：2020-10

Theme parks and theme playgrounds in the leisure industry 

are spaces for people to play, relax and enjoy. The design and 

development of theme parks should be subject to theme planning 

in advance to set up the park’s venues, facilities, activities, 

performances, landscapes, auxiliary facilities, commodities, etc., so 

as to form a unique theme park.。

Danyang County Scenic Slide

Project Location：Korea

Project Area：/

Landing Time：2020-02

The longest in Asia-Korean stainless steel slide.

The stainless steel slide project in Danyang County, South 

Korea is one of the eight scenic spots of the Korea Tourism 

Administration. Our CowBoy Group provides customers with 

one-stop service from design to installation.

Project start date: July 2018

Installation completion date: February 11, 2020 (completed 

as planned)

Design innovation: the world's highest drop slide, reaching 

108 meters; this project has passed customer acceptance.
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Full House Candy World Breakthrough

Project Location：Dongguan, Guangdong

Project Area：2,000 square meters
Landing Time：2017-06

Themed Amusement Design of Full House Candy World Breakthrough in Dongguan, Guangdong

With candy as the theme, this case aims 

to create a romantic world of breakthroughs. 

Using brilliant colors, undulating terrain, 

combined with architecture to create a 

romantic candy world, and combined with 

different game facilities to create a multi-

functional world of barriers, in the barrier 

design, taking into account the physical 

development of children, climbing, sliding, 

drilling and feeling , Intelligence games are 

combined to form a continuous challenge 

level. Let the children develop physically 

and mentally and thrive in play. The design 

follows child-oriented, safety first, creating 

a rich and diverse space for children in a 

limited space.

Childish Dreams

Childlike

Innocent

Candy World
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Full House Candy World Breakthrough
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T h e  e l e p h a n t 
l e g e n d

Combine nature, art and science 

to create a natural paradise for children 

as much as possible in the reinforced 

concrete city.

Design, make our life better, make 

children’s childhood better.

In order to conform to the community 

design concept of Jianfa Central Seal 

Chinese Garden, the playground created 

by CowBoy Group selected the local 

traditional five elephants legend of Nanning 

as the basis, creating a scene that implies 

"the Swiss elephant drinks the river and 

protects the soil and water". 

Long long ago there was a legend, five god elephants 

in the sky happened to pass through Nanning and found that 

this magical and beautiful land was not only fertile and watery, 

but also the people were loyal, kind, honest, diligent, and 

hospitable. So they went down here to help the villagers plow 

the land, harvest grain and chop rice, then established a sincere 

relationship with the villagers. Later the Yongjiang River flooded 

the land and the land was inundated. The masses had no means 

to live. Nanning also lost its original beauty and richness. So the 

five god elephants turned into five mountains, blocking the flood. 

Since then, they has been the permanent protector of this land. 

                                                 

                   ——"Nanning Five Elephant Legend"

 Wuxiang Playground
The Legendary Guardian Giant Elephant

Themed Amusement Design of Jianfa Central Seal 
Children’s Playground in Nanning, Guangxi Jianfa Central Seal Children's 

Playground

Project Location：Nanning, Guangxi

Project Area ：1,200 square meters

Landing Time：2020-06
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Jianfa Central Seal Children's Playground
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Snow flies, lightly touch the ground, 

forming a silver-clad city, and the world 

covered in snow is silent. Innocent children 

broke into the city, running wantonly, 

discovering the colorful world covered in 

snow.

In this small space, we not only hope 

to realize the children's dreams, but also 

to interpret the space and details in a 

modern way, allowing people to walk in 

the gorgeous colors of fairy tales, just like 

everyone's original ideal home.

The f resh and warm colors and 

interesting and bold shapes better cater to 

children's various imaginations of the world. 

At the same time, interactive content is set 

according to the age group, which not only 

ensures the safety of children, but also 

provides children with more possibilities for 

exploration.

Themed Amusement Design of Jinco Jimei Children's Playground in Shenyang, Liaoning

Jinco Jimei Children's Playground

Project Location：Shenyang, Liaoning

Project Area：1,000 square meters

Landing Time：2020-07
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Jinco Jimei Children's Playground
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Sunshine 100 Arles Children's Activity Area

Project Location：Qingyuan, Guangdong

Project Area：3,500 square meters

Landing Time：2019-05

Themed Amusement Design of Sunshine 100 Arles Children's Activity Area in Qingyuan, Guangdong

The huge pirate ship set sail and 

brought the children to the fantasy world. 

There are countless weird things, huge 

tops, spider webs, and magic moonlight 

swings. Let us explore the mysteries here.

The design of the children's activity 

area is based on the theme of "children's 

dreams and enjoyment", from the island 

of clouds to the ocean of stars, and 

finally into the colorful dream, creating 

a dreamland that children love. At the 

same time, through the study of activities 

and venue requirements for children of 

different ages, a reasonable layout of 

children's amusement facilities allows 

them to wander in the dream world. 

Inspired by clouds, stars and rainbows, 

the amusement facilities are designed in 

combination with climbing, expansion, 

and leisure to enrich the exploration 

process and enhance the theme of the 

venue.

Childish Dreams

Childlike

Innocent
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Sunshine 100 Arles
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Background Story

There are a group of happy 

little whales living in the whale park. 

The migratory period is about to 

come. In order to ensure the safety 

of migration, the group of whales 

began to select pilot whales. Little 

Navl is also one of the contestants. 

To become a pilot whale, you must 

pass three challenges, stun storm, 

lost fish, pilot whale. Kids, let us help 

little Navl become a little pilot whale!

Children are our future. Although the process of creating 

a pleasant, challenging and healthy environment is tedious 

and time-consuming, the investment is worthwhile. Moreover, 

it has also benefited us a lot. Let us plan, create, and enjoy 

entertainment and leisure time with our children.

Whale Park
Exclusive customized IP image pilot whale

Theme Amusement Design of Xiuying Port Paulie 
Central Coast Whale Park in Haikou, Hainan

T h e  w h a l e 
w o r l d

Paulie Central Coast Whale Park

Project Location：Haikou, Hainan

Project Area：1,200 square meters

Landing Time：2020-06
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Paulie Central Coast Whale Park
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Inspired by Teresa Teng’s love songs, 

we use pure white as the keynote, and use 

modern, concise, and smooth lines to create 

a vibrant, fun, and fairy-tale children’s 

playground. The use of interactive devices 

makes the park more vivid, with the attribute 

of "net celebrity".

Outdoor development training can 

exercise children's psychological quality, 

allow children to establish a positive and 

good attitude, strengthen understanding and 

communication, cultivate good collectivism, 

form an excellent teamwork spirit, hone 

children's will, and strengthen discipline.

This project design uses three design 

elements of "point, line and surface" to spread 

out the environmental space, realize the 

outdoor expansion and interaction between 

parents and children, and promote parent-

child relationship.

Gourmet Forest Teresa Teng Garden

Project Location: Handan, Hebei

Project Area: 1,500 square meters

Landing Time: 2020-06

Nostalgic
Childlike Music Joy

Themed Amusement Design of Teresa Teng’s Garden in Handan, Hebei
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Teresa Teng Garden
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The main factors of Shepherd Boy's design concept are safety, shape, and sense of space. In the design 

process, "jungle" is the main design element, and all facilities are based on safety first, aiming at cultivating and 

exercising children's physique and adventurous spirit, paying special attention to other details such as scale, color, 

paving, plants, etc.

How to let visitors experience the theme atmosphere and amusement projects with more immersive experience 

is the key to theme packaging. In the "immersive entertainment" component of the theme park, the packaging carries 

the main role of the theme atmosphere and worldview construction. The main purpose of the packaging is to restore 

the truth. The truth is not only to restore the objects in reality, but to restore the appearance in the theme story 

description, restore a real theme world.

Sculpture Theme Series
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C e m e n t  S c u l p t u re
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L a n d s c a p e T r a n s p o r t

A m u s e m e n t F i r e  e x i t

1. Design modeling and documents must meet national 

requirements and standards.

2. The material is environmentally friendly and non-toxic.

3. The slide must not have sharp corners, and under any 

circumstances should adopt the form of excessive rounded 

corners.

4. Set up guardrail.

5. EPDM mats are used on the ground to cushion.

1. The stainless steel slide has better stability and durability.

2. The stainless steel slide can be adapted to the installation 

and debugging of various sites.

3. The stainless steel slide has rich shapes, which can be 

combined with acrylic or LED as decoration to increase the 

fun and challenge.

4. The audience of stainless steel slides is very wide, suitable 

for all ages.

5. Rich in shape and more ornamental.

2. The safety of stainless steel slide products

Advantages of stainless steel slide products：

1. Compared to traditional plastic slides

THE STAINLESS STEEL SLIDE

Stainless Steel Slide

1. The cylinder diameter is 760mm, the 

outer diameter is 800mm (including 

edging), the material is 304 stainless steel, 

the thickness is 4mm, and the double-

sided drawing is processed; the half-

barrel protective tube diameter is 38mm, 

the material is 304 stainless steel, and the 

thickness is 2.5mm.

2. The total length of a fully enclosed 

stainless steel slide bucket at the entrance 

and exit of the slide shall not be less than 

1000mm.

Acrylic Board

The diameter is 760mm, the material is 

acrylic transparent board, the thickness is 

not less than 3mm, and it is fixed on the 

upper half of the slide by a stainless steel 

frame.

 

Surface Spray

1. Use non-toxic, environmentally friendly, 

strong adhesion, wear-resistant, non-

fading outdoor metal paint or outdoor 

special plastic powder; the surface of the 

sprayed layer is smooth and even, with 

uniform thickness, and the thickness of the 

paint layer is not less than 0.1mm;

2. Used for the outer surface of the 

stainless steel slide and the outer surface 

of the stainless steel column structure of 

the slide.

Disassembly of stainless steel slide structure:

1. Slide body: entrance part, curved section, straight section, exit part combination, lighting parts

2. Supporting frame: column, bracket (see the figure below for details)
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Maintenance instructions for stainless steel slides:

Instructions for using stainless steel slides:

1. Daily Visual Inspection

Daily visual inspection of the slide and its components, and identification of damage caused by vandalism, overuse or weather. For slides that have been overused 

or vandalized, daily inspections are necessary. The main points of visual and operational inspections are cleanliness, facility ground clearance, ground surface 

polishing, exposed foundations, sharp edges, missing parts, excessive wear (moving parts), and structural integrity.

2. Operation Check

The operation inspection is to check the operation and stability of the slide more carefully, especially the wear. Check every 1-3 months according to the 

manufacturer's instructions. Pay special attention to parts that are sealed to extend life.

3、Main Annual Inspection

The annual main inspection interval should not exceed 12 months. Check the overall safety of the main components, foundations and surfaces, such as the impact 

of weather, signs of corrosion and the safety of the slide after repair or addition or replacement of components. The annual main inspection can disassemble some 

parts for inspection, which is carried out by professionals in strict accordance with the instructions. The required business level varies with different tasks.

4. Daily Maintenance

Use all-purpose cleaner, glass water or detergent with a wet towel to wipe off water marks, dust, and oil on the stainless steel.

1. When playing, please follow the instructions of the staff when using the amusement facilities, pay attention to safety, and conduct activities in an orderly manner.

2. This stainless steel slide facility is limited to people above 1.2m in height, and the weight must not exceed 80 kg.

3. Please leave your personal belongings to your companion for safekeeping during use, such as mobile phones, glasses, bags, high heels and other sharp objects.

4. During the experience, you need to wrap your legs with a cloth bag, cross your hands on your chest, raise your head slightly, and straighten your legs together. 

During use, please keep your limbs sliding down, do not make other movements, otherwise you will be responsible for the consequences.

5. Patients with heart disease and epilepsy are prohibited from using this amusement equipment, and patients with other pathologies should not use it.

6. Your health and safety are our greatest wishes. Please follow the above tips when using amusement facilities to avoid losses due to improper use. Please follow 

the staff's guidance when using amusement facilities.



CRYSTAL TOWER
2021
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C R YS TA L  TO W E R

If you want to experience a variety of high-altitude adventure 

equipment at once, the crystal tower can perfectly meet your needs. 

The Crystal Tower is currently the most novel and largest high-altitude 

adventure facility in China. It is a complex that integrates extended 

courses and amusement attributes. The equipment is made of steel 

as a whole, and there are adventure levels with different difficulty 

levels to meet the needs of all ages.From the perspective of physical 

exercise, it has good operability and interest. From the perspective 

of research, the crystal tower can meet the educational demands 

of elementary and middle school students for group challenges 

and collaboration, and is an innovation of traditional outreach 

training facilities. The wooden platform at the top is also a very 

good platform for rest and activities, even if you are not involved in 

climbing, you can also go on the platform to take a rest. The platform 

on the top of the tower can be used for companies or groups to 

organize party activities, bringing a new experience to tourists.

MT-SJT001-Crystal Tower Expansion

MT-SJT003-Slide Rail Expansion

MT-SJT002-Crystal Tower Expansion



Theme Amusement Development and Customization
2021
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 The Compact Laminate materials have many 

excellent characteristics, such as stability, durability, 

water resistance, moisture resistance, heat resistance, 

abrasion resistance, impact resistance, easy cleaning 

and maintenance, and quality assurance. Therefore, 

the Compact Laminate series park can not only ensure 

the solid quality and beautiful appearance, but also 

ensure the safety of children's play and escort the 

growth of children.

Compact Laminate Series

Product 
Number Product Name Product Size Use Zone Age Group Capacity

45

15

25

MT0098

MT0099

MT0100

KIBO-Hope PLAYGROUND

WOODEN PIRATE SHIP

TREVOR PLAYGROUND 604 x 608 x 364CM 754 x 758 x 364CM

1030 x 816 x 465CM 1180 x 966 x 465CM

1224 x 990 x 610CM 1374 x 1140 x 610CM

Product Information

3+

3+

3+

MT0099-Hope PLAYGROUND MT0084-WOODEN PIRATE SHIPMT0098-TREVOR PLAYGROUND



35MT0139 1220 x 1104 x 1120CM 1170 x 1254 x 1120CMGreat Space Tower 3+

3+ 35467 x 257 x 90CM317 x 107 x 90CMSpace SatelliteMT0204

3+ 353030 x 1756 x 922CM2880 x 1606 x 922CMTime StationMT0140

3+ 45836 x 946 x 603CM686 x 796 x 603CMSpace Tower PlaygroundMT0225

3+ 552147 x 3600 x 1120CM1997 x 3450 x 1120CMSpace Tower Observation PlatformMT0224

3+ 301776 x 1262 x 702CM768 x 540 x 657CMSpaceship Time PlaygroundMT0186

Product Information

Product 
Number Product Name Product Size Use Zone

Product Information

Product 
Number Product Name Product Size Use Zone Capacity
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In the process of learning, after hard study and 

training, small players will experience all kinds of space 

adventures. Sometimes they may be in the face of 

unexpected dangers, or discover new mysteries in the 

universe. As they travel through the solar system, they will 

explore and observe the universe together, learning new 

aviation knowledge as they venture from space to space.

Science and Technology Theme Series·Space Tower
MT0139

MT0225-Space Tower Playground

MT0186-Spaceship Time Playground

MT0140-Time Station

MT0224-Space Tower Observation Platform

MT0204-Space Satellite

Age Group Capacity

Age Group



Product Information

Product Size

Product Information
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The Adventure Castle is exciting, come and join the Prince and Princess Adventure! With its lightweight and sturdy fiberglass materials 

and dreamy Disney architecture, the castle keeps children enjoy themselves so much as to forget to leave. The change in the difficulty of 

the game stimulated the children's spirit of challenge. Climbing an inclined ladder exercises the cross-coordination ability and promotes the 

intellectual development at the same time. Climbing up the wall can protect the castle from the dragon's attack. The pea slide can exercise 

children's physical fitness and promote tactile development. On one side of the castle, the musical beats add a lot of fun and train the children 

to think logically, creatively and rhythmically. Under the castle there are theatrical stages and other social games, such as the Treasure House 

and Alice's Adventures in Wonderland." 

MT0079-Wooden Four Towers Playground

MT0086-Windmill Cottage

MT0159-Yuanxuan Eryuan

MT0084-Wooden Pirate Ship

MT0083-Pen Holder Playground

MT0162-Flower Music Theater

MT0084 570 x 290 x310CM420 x 140 x 310CM 3+ 5

MT0086 1200 x 880 x610CM 1350 x 1030 x760CM 3+ 15

15MT0159 1078 x 702 x 540CM 1228 x 1020 x 540CM 3+

533 x 320 x 255CM 683 x 470 x 255CM 3+ 10MT0162

1295 x 1208 x 723CM 1445x 1358x 723CM 3+ 25MT0079

MT0083 1040 x 500 x 500CM 1190 x 650 x 500CM 3+ 15

MT0109

MT0114

1130 x 820 x190CM980x 670 x190CM

120 x 68 x90CM 270 x 218 x 90CM

3+

3+

10

MT0111 403 x 25 x 71CM 553 x 175 x 71CM 5+ 2

MT0115 695 x 468 x 270CM445 x 218 x 270CM 5+ 2

2

MT0115-Candy Swing(The Theme Edition)

MT0111-Brush Seesaw

MT0109-Rainbow Extension(The Theme Edition)

MT0108-The Adventure Castle MT014-Musical Games(Swan)

564 x 480 x 547CM 714x 630x 547CM 5+ 10MT0108 The Adventure Castle

Product 
Number Product Name Use ZoneProduct Size Age Group Capacity

Brush Seesaw

Musical Games(Swan)

Candy Swing(The Theme Edition)

Rainbow Extension(The Theme Edition)

Product 
Number Product Name Product Size Use Zone Age Group Capacity

Pen Holder Playground

Windmill Cottage

Wooden Pirate Ship

Wooden Four Towers Playground

Flower Music Theater

Yuanxuan Eryuan




